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!• IMflODUCflOI 
It was In 1921|, thftt P©lgl (20) first reported &n 
1 
oxidized oo«pl@x of nlek«l witli a wioinal-dloxlme, 
2,3-btttan@dlon@dioxim0. His #xp®ria®ntal @vid«ne® led him 
to propos® that two Tio>dioxim» molecules w©r@ bound to a 
nickel (If) ion as in th« nick#l(II) eo»poimid, fh© two 
remaining nickel fal«nel®s wer© us®d to bond &n oxygen, atcm, 
?«ry nearly all of th« papers appearing since that tin® 
ha^e retained th® oxidii#d connotation. 
In 1926, lollet (69) demised a spectrophotoa®trie 
method for th© determination of nickel ha.a©d on th® work of 
Peigl» H® recoraiaended the us© of broain® in anaioniaoal 
solution as oxidant. By n©t.ing that the color changed from 
orange-red to red-brown with tiiae, he Indirectly pointed 
out that two coBiplexes were formed, fhls is now known 
as the change of Complex A l.nto Complex B. fhe experimental 
procedure of .Feigl w&s such that only one complex w&s ob­
servable. Since then, most investigators have Indlscrl- • 
minately applied the tera "nickelic*' to both complexea. 
^ These compounds e.re also known as a-dioxlmes, 
ortho-dioxlaes .and 1 ,.2-dioxiaes. A paper, concerned with 
the structure .of the vic-dioxlme-nlckel(II) compounds, 
has appeared recently*TWl|. 
Most of this confusion aros® bacaus® th© colors of th© 
two ooiapl«x©s are so nearly allk@. In th© past ten years, 
sp®etrophotorn©trie data h&v® provided eoner@t© ©Tldenc® for 
two coapl0X«s» fhis d®velop«®nt sneottraged a f®w workers^ 
to Investigat®, at least briefly, th® n&tur® of th© reac­
tions involved* It was during this ti»© that th@ original 
work of F«igl was Questioned, 
Only two papers, by th® s«a« authors, h&ir® appeared 
that report eompr@h@nslf® results of a th«or@tieal study 
of th@S0 complexes. How®v«r, th«s« inirestigators did not 
study th# ctmplexs® in solution, but w©r« concerned with an 
isolated solid. 
fhe present inTestlgation was instigated in an attempt 
to r®solv® the conflicting data and arrive at. suitabl® 
structures for th@s® rather unusual ooiiipl@x@i. It is 
bali#v©d that, within th® li»ita of present day knowledge 
of complex ions, this objectlf® was attained in the case of 
the more stable oo»plex» A structure'that is consistent 
with the known facts Is hypothesized for th# unstable complex. 
fh© study reported below was carried out as part of a 
general investigation in progress in this laboratory con­
cerning the chemistry of the vl^-dioxiiB®-nickel compounds 
and eofaplexes. fhe oxidiied complexes ar® of more than 
academic interest because their colors are the bases of the 
principal methods used for the spectrophotoaetric determina­
tion of nickel. 
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II. nmim OF LITEEATUKI 
A, latuf® of•th® leactlon 
In 19214., Feigl {20) flrat reported the formation of an 
oxldlzad complex of nlck@l with 2,3*hutan©dlon©dloxira©» 
While investigating nitrate ion interference in th©•gravi­
metric detemlnation of nickel with this vlo-dioxim©. he 
tested other oxidants for possible interference. He found 
that a nmbor of other oxidizing agents prevented preci­
pitation of nickel in alkaline solution. Feigl prepared 
deep, red-brown colored solutions by th© addition of lead 
dioxide to alkaline mixtures of nickel(II) and 2,3-butane-
dionedloxime• He isolated a red compound from these solu­
tions by cautious neutralization with mineral acid. Analysis 
of the red compound indicated it to contain a ratio of 
vie-dioxlme to nickel of 2tl. Careful neutralissation of the 
red-brown solution in the presence of iodide Ion followed 
by titration of th© iodine with thiosulfat© ion led Pelgl 
to conclud® th© niek®l(II) Ion had been oxidized to the 
tetravalent state, fhe following structure for th© red 
solid was proposed.^ 
^ ©iroughout this study th© symbol will represent 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
Peigl, ©f course, devised a. spot test for nick©l(II) ioa 
using the above reaction which was about $0 tiaes more 
aensitlv® than th# usual test utiliaing th® reaction of 
nickel(II) with 2,3-butan0dion«dioxime« 
Just two fears later, Rollet (69) introduced a 
colorimetrie method .for the determination of nickel using 
this reaction, le tested a number of oxidants and recom­
mended broiiine as being the best of 'the group. He observed 
that the first formed oolor was orange-red, and this color 
became red-brown on standing. 
Since 1926, a large number of papers have appeared 
(1,11.16,21,22,31,35,$4,59,71,77) dealing with the spectro-
photometric determination of nickel, most of them baaed on 
the^ original work of Rollet. 'Upon examining these papers, 
it becomes iraaediately evident that the reactions are poorly 
understood. Workers disagree among themselves as to the 
order of addition of reagents, preferred oxidants and fac­
tors affecting the stability of the complexes, fhe majority 
of papers are concerned with the older, 2,3-butanedione-
dioxime# However, a number of recent papers have presented 
(continued) any vio-dloxlme. Th© symbols DH** and D* will 
be used to designa'i© th® singly charged and doubly charged 
anions respectively, formed by removal of th© oxime 
hydrogens. 
information on th© use of other vlo-dloxlmes. Mitchell (58) 
found l,2-bis{2-furyl)©than©dion®dioxlm@ (a-furlldioxlme) 
gave a very unstable nickel complex (Complex A) in the pre­
sence of bromine. Both 1,2-eyclohexanedionedioxim© (21,ij.2) 
and 1,2-eycloheptanedionedioxim© (22) yield oxidized com­
plexes siittllar to 2,3-butanedionedioxlm©. 
A total of nine articles, which may be considered of 
theoretical nature, have appeared, fhe first of these, by 
lj#ulff and Lundberg (83), appeared in 19i|i|. and was entirely 
<|ualitativ© in scope* fhese workers claimed, without sub­
stantiation, that they prepared nickel(III) ion by treatment 
with bromine, fhis aqueous solution of "oxidized" nickel 
ion failed to produce th© soluble complex when a vio->dioxime 
was added# fheir second experiment involved treating th© 
Vl£-dloxlme with a limited quantity of bromine, followed by 
nickel(II) ion. This procedure yielded the orange-red 
color. From these two experiments, they concluded that th© 
nickel(II) ion reacted with some oxidized product of th© 
vic-dioxime. fhls was th© first refutation of the original 
work of Peigl. 
Puraan and McDuffi© (2i|.) published spectrophotoraetrlc 
curves which illustrate th© difference between the colors 
reported by Rollet. fhey devised procedures, which peiwit 
each color to be used as the basis of a colorimetrlc method 
for the determination of nickel# These workers described 
th@ colors aa complexes A and B as given in Figure 1. The 
color of Complex A begins to change In about an hour, while 
Complex B, prepared with peroxydlsulfate ion as oxidant,/ 
forais In about an hour and the color fades after about 12 
hours # 
Babko (6) reported that Complex A contained a nickel 
to vlC"dioxlme ratio of li2 and Complex B was a ls3 coiaplex. 
This worker claimed that the vlc-diexlme rather than the 
nickel(II) ion was oxidized. Only an abstract of this 
article was available and his experimental procedures are 
unknown# 
looreman (36) reported some seml-quantltative results, 
which. Indicated the ratio of nickel to vle^dloxlme to be 
Is2 In Gowplex A and ljl|. In Complex B« He claimed, or per­
haps accepted., the tetravalency of the nickel ion In each 
complex. However, he reported that It took much less re­
ducing agent to destroy Complex A than Coaplex B« The 
limited nature of this study prevents extensive consideration 
of the results. 
EdelMan (18) has recently reported the preparation of 
stable nickel (III) compounds of 1,2'-bls (phenyl) ethanedlone-
dloxliie (a-benElldloxlaie). Analyses indicated the following 
ccmpounds had been prepared. 
Bis(a-benzlIdloxlmo)nieke 1 (lU) bromide 
-7-
^INSOLUBLE Ni(DH) 2  
y-'' ABSORPTION MAXIMUM AT ABOUT 
7 
555 m/i. 
COMPLEX A 
NICKEL»i!i£--DIOXIME - ABSORPTION MAXIMUM AT ABOUT 
"qx 
540 AND 445 mu 
\ COMPLEX B 
> ABSORPTION MAXIMUM AT ABOUT 
460 mu. 
FIG.I- SCHEMATIC OUTLINE OF THE REACTION BETWEEN NICKEL AND m-OlOXIMES. 
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Bis(a-b«nzll<lioxlmo)nick0l(III) iodld® 
fh® bromid® was prepariid by mixing broaine' with a oapbon 
t@trmchlorid© solution of l,2-bls(a-b®nziMioximo-I,I^)-
nlok®l(II)», fh© product separated on standing, fh® iodid© 
was prepared in a similar fashion using benzyl alcohol as 
solvent ftnd iodin® as oxidant, «xo®pt th® niixtur® was heated 
to produo# the reaction, fh© .eorrsspending bis(2,3-butan®-
dionedioximo)nickel(III) brmttide derivative was unstable. 
An attempt to prepare th® l,2-cyelohexan©dlon®dioxi®@ com­
pound resulted in decomposition of th© nlck©l(II) derivative 
by th© bromln®. 
A recent report (i|.8) claims the following compounds 
were prepared by the action of bromine on th© metal-
2j»3-fe^^®n®dlonedloxime complexes in alkaline solution* 
Ciglgl0^6^e{III) 
fhes® compounds were stated to be nltroxlaes* Since only 
an abstract was available, it is impossible to discuss this 
paper in a critical aanner* An earlier paper by the same 
workers (i|.7) is believed to b« similar to that above except 
nickel(II) ion was the metal used* fhis abstract was very 
unlnformative. 
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The most lllminatlrig papers on this subject appeared 
In 19li.Q (62,63)* These workers attempted to repeat th® 
original work of Feigl and were onlj partlallj successful. 
The red solids they isolated using Peigl*s procedure always 
contained chloride, lead and sodium ions in varying propor­
tions# They substantiated the claim of Peigl concerning th® 
oxidizing power of the red-brown solutions. However, reso­
lution of the isolated compound in alkali yielded a solution 
having only weak oxidizing power. Furthemore, analyses of 
the red solid indicated only half as much nitrogen as Peigl 
reported, while the nickel values were similar. 
Their second paper reported results obtained utilizing 
their own experimental procedures. Microscopic examination 
of the red solid obtained by Peigl*s method indicated a 
mixture of white crystals and a red, amorphous solid was 
present. They identified the white crystals as being the 
disodium salt of 2,3-butanedionedloxim0• They were also 
able to prepare the pure red solid without using lead dioxide, 
provided the reaction was performed in about 10 per cent 
sodium hydroxide solution# This ptare red solid separated 
when the mixture was allowed to stand. The solid showed no 
oxidizing power and analyses Indicated the formula to be 
DNaHiOH, These workers infer that th® red solid is respon­
sible for the color of the solution, but fail to aecomt 
for the experimentally confiraed oxidiaing power of the 
-10-
orlginal solution tod lack of oxidizing power of th® iso­
lated solid, fheir qualitative experiments with the furoxan 
derivative of 2^3-hut&nedion©dioxime (see Part lead 
them to the ©onclmsilon that the vig-dioxiiae waa oxidized tO; 
some intermediate stage between dioxiae and fiiroxan. They 
dealt with solutions as »ueh as 1000 times as concentrated 
as those used in the eolorimetric procedures. It seems 
likely that the rasults and conclusions presented are valid 
when applied to the red solid. However, they present no 
evidence which permits extension of their ideas concerning 
the solid to the nature of the complex producing the red-
brown color in dilute solutions. 
It is obvious from the above suiwaary that very little 
la known about the cheioistry of the fornatlon of these 
oxidized coiaplexes, 
B. Oxidation States of llckel 
l,atimer (51# P» IQT) accepts evidence for the •l, 4-2, 
46 and +0 oxidation numbers of nickel. He claims the 
oxide, iigOj, is probably a nickel(11,If) oxide, fhe fol­
lowing compounds having higher oxidation states are men­
tioned s HIO2, KgNiOi^ and KgNiO^. These compounds are all 
unstable In acid solution# 
The fomatlon of nickel tetraearbonyl during decimpo-
sltlon of organic thlo salts has been reported (37). A 
-11 
uuabei* of roeont papers {29,kS»S0) report data substantiating 
th« ocetirronee of ni©k®l(III) and nick®l(I?) oxides, fh® 
preparation of vi^-dloxlme*nlekel(III) eoiapounda was dis­
cus s@d above# 
An «xe®ll@nt paper by lyholm (60) describes th® foxma-
tion of a niekelCIII) eomplsx# Many di(tartiary arslnas) 
react with niekelClI) ions to form ooapounds of th© typ®, 
Nl(dlarsln«)2Cl2« Using Nyholm pre­
pared the nickel(II) compound, which Is red. Upon refluxing 
this compound In dilute hydrochloric acid, th® solution 
turned'green, le isolated a green compound and found It to 
b® ^i(dlar3ine)2GlgJ7ci. Magnetic suseeptibility measure­
ments indicated th® compound was paramagnetic to the extent 
of one unpaired electron, le tested the action of the com­
pound on an ammoniacal solution of g^J-tJutanedionedioxime and 
foimd a dark, purple-red color was slowly formed on standing. 
Unfortunately, th© color specification does not provide suf­
ficient InfoCTiation for deciding if Complex A or Complex B 
was fowaed. However, in amraoniacal solution Complex A 
would be expected to- form more easily. 
A more recent paper by lyholm (61) reports the prepara­
tion of a similar nickel(IV) compound, 2^1Clg(dlarsine)gJ7-
, which is deep-blue colored and is diamagnetic. 
Jensen and lygaard (39) reported a nlckel(III) compound 
prepared froa anhydrous nlek®l(II) bromide and triethyl-
phosphlne., which they fomulated as lilBrj/rOgH^)^^^. 
-12. 
fh« coapomid has on® unpaii»®d @l«©tj?on as ©xpectsd. 
fh« above ©vld0iic« liidl©at«s that both nlck®l(III) and 
nlekelClV) ai"® possibles particularly they can b© sta-
billEed through complex formation. 
C. Iquaous Chemistry of Ilck@l 
Th® studies of complex ions of nickel have b®®n extea-
slvQ^ Most of th© papers have b®#n conc«rn®d only with th® 
d@t®rMiinatlon of th® ratio of'th© llgand to th® central atom. 
Even though th®s@ papsrs ar® not of direct interest to this 
problem, a few will b® included for future referenc®. All 
of th© papers listed below d©al with nlek®l(II) complex©©. 
A numb«r of papers (9,13,38,73) diicuss complexes of 
nick0l(II) with organic acids, fh© eyanid© c©mpl«x«a hav® 
also r®e®lv®d study (10,12,70). A f®w papers deal with soa® 
phosphate complexes (1^.5,68) and certain aimin® complexes 
{2 f3 ,2B f3k$h3 $kk»^7 »79y* 3:t should b© pointed out 
that th® magnetoch@al.stry of nlokelCII) ccraplexes has re­
ceived considerable eaphftslt (23,55#56,82). 
The eyanid© complexes have been studied by radiochemi­
cal • techniques (53)* An attempt has been made to correlate 
Isotopic exchange with bond type in an extensive series of 
nickel(II) complexes (32,14.1)# fhe paramagnetic complexes 
studied readily exchanged, but most of the diamagnetic com­
plexes failed to show exchange, ^perlments of this type 
will undoubtedly b® extended. 
The hjdrolytlc equilibria of nickelCH) in both aeidie 
and basie media hmm been investigated by 0ayer and Garrett 
{25} and by Gayer and Woontnei* (26). 
m. MATllIALS AID IPPAIATUS 
In general, the best avmllabl# reagent-grade chemicals, 
as indicated bj the manufacturers* labels, were used. A 
selected lot of sodium hydroxide having a particularly low 
iron content was used throughout this study. All solutions 
were prepared with deioniaed, distilled water. 
Sickel laetal. Mond nickel from the International 
Nickel Company. ®iis Met&l w&s speeifled to contain no more 
than Q,006% cobalt, 0.000^ copper and Q*Qk$% iron. A stock 
solution was prepared by diaaolving about 5*9 §• in aqua 
regifl. The resulting solution was treated with perchloric 
acid, evaporated to dense fiiaies three times and finally 
diluted to a liter. A graviaetric analysis of this solution 
by the electrolytic method indicated the nickel(11) ion 
concentration to be 0.0996 • 0.0001 M. A spot test for 
chloride ion with silver nitrate was negative. Dilute solu­
tions for the experimental work were prepared by diluting 
measured volimes of this standard solution. 
flc-dioxiffltes. Heagent-grade 2,3-butanedionedioxiae 
C dime thy Iglyoxline) froa a coMaercial source was used. Both 
the l,2-cyclohexanedionedl0xiiie (nloxiae) and 1,2-cyclo-. 
heptanedlonedioxla® (heptoxime) were prepared In these labora­
tories (66,7.8). Stock solutions of each vic-dioxime were 
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standardized by adding an excess of nickel(II) chlorid® solu­
tion to ananoniuffi acetate buffered aliquots of the various 
vio-dioxiai® solutions and weighing th® precipitates obtained 
in the usual manner. It was found that 2,3-butanedion®» 
dioxim® has a water solubility about twice, or O«0 per 
liter, that given by Mehl (15, P* 20) and by Babko and 
MiMielson {7)* fhls solubility was checked by analysing for 
nickel in the above precipitates by the '^eptoxime" method 
C80)« lo attaapt was made to ensure the solubility measured 
was Maximal. The solution was prepared by adding an excess 
of solid vic-dioxime to water and allowing'the mixture t©' 
stand several days with occasional shaking. The solution 
was filtered just prior to standardization. 
"lomax" brand glassware was used throughout this study 
except in a few cases where the measured volumes did not 
require such accuracy. All of the solutions of the coraplexes 
and vic^dioxiaea.prepared for spectrophotometrie examination 
were contained in 200 al. "lomax" volumetric flasks. 
A Cary, Model 12, recording spectrophotometer was used 
to obtain all of the absorption curves reported below. fh« 
instrument was operated as reeoniiaended by the manufacturer 
and with a Slit Control setting of 10. A Bectoan, Model BO, 
spectrophotoaeter was used to obtain the absorbancy measure-
aents of solutions employed in the study of the fomation 
constant of Complex B. Matched sets of 2.000-cin. and 
«16» 
5.000-eii« ewettds were used for all solutions and blanks. 
eoi»i»@ctioiis for !i.iglit diff#2»®nees in th© transraittaneies of 
th® euv®tt«s w@r« mad® Mto©ii»T®F n«c®as&ry* 
111 pH m®a«ur®M«jata wr® mad# with •& B@e}mm, Model G, 
pH ia«tef «quipp«d with a fyp# 1 glass ©l®ctyod®. fhm instru-
a«nt was standardized against eoimsreial buffers in tli® 
uautl Manner. 
ftoe pot®ntioa«trlc titrations wer« earried out with th® 
Mod®! & pH a®t@r by substituting a platinum•«leetrod® tor 
th© glats @l®etrod®. Th® end points in th® iodomstrio 
titrations w©r® deteminad by means of a Flsh®r fitrimeter. 
A' Sargent, Model XXI, polarograph ©pipped with an 
H-typ® ®l«ctrolysia vets®! was used to lnir®stigat0 th® 
polarographi© behavior of the oxidized eompl®xas. 
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If, EEPIElMlllfAL PROCEDTOES 
fh© l®ss comaon ©xperiwental proeedurea ©mplojed in 
tiiia study &r® d®aei»lto®d in this section, fh« symbology 
used in th® various ©tmations was staiidardir,®d as much as 
possibl®. fh® terminology of spectrophotometry recoiaiended 
by Qibson (2?) has been followed. 
Ag « Absorbancy « log l/Tg (Optical Density) 
Sjl » Molar Absorbancy Index (Extinction Coefficient) 
b « Depth of solution traversed by the light beam 
Other terms of interest herein conform to the following 
system. 
( ) * Equilibrium activity of the species indicated 
J » Equilibrium molar concentration of the 
species Indicated 
* Analytical or total »©lar concentration of x 
p, • Ionic strei^th 
Y„ « Molar activity coefficient of x 
•At 
K* «s Molar equilibrium constant 
• K « Thejm©dyn.«iBic equilibrium constant 
log « I^ogarithffl to base 10 
-la-
A. Determination of Acidic Dissociation Constants 
St@nstrB» and 0oldsmith (7l|.) devised a method for deter­
mining the dissociation constants of acids and bases frora 
spectrophotowetrie data, fh® n@th.od may be applied only in 
instances where it is possible to infer at least a part of 
the absorption spectra of the acid or base and its salt. 
An experimentally demonstrated isosbestic point would ful­
fill this' requirement, fhe value of pK* can be calculated 
using the equation developed below. These workers did not 
treat cases where further ionization can occur. 
Let the following terainology apply. 
G « Molar concentration of acid (or base) added 
X « Fraction of ionized molecules 
1-X « Fraction of unionized molecules 
a-, w Molar absorbancy index for a mixture of the two 
absorbing species 
ss Molar absorbancy index fpr tmionlied molecules 
a^ Molar absorbancy Index for ionized molecules 
Then 
From the law of mass action 
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r^ jr^ 'j Am mm mmf 
r^ j 
o{i-x] 
K' 
K' .  
X = 
K' + Z"H+J7 • 
CoMbinlng 
. = a. + a" ^ 
* K* 
Heawuaging 
% * ®A — * 
K» » ——S £WJ. 
Provided thm coneeatrafciOEt, e, and cell length, b, 
remain ©onstaat, th© ahsorbaney may to© substituted for th® 
molar atoaorbaney indsx thus slmplifyiiag th® ealeulatlons. 
Th® pri«« designations retain their original connotation. 
- H 
' A^rr ^*-7-
Th© ©xperlBiental procedur® to b® followed Involves a 
d®t#j«iinatlon of th@ absorption spectra of th® unlonissed 
MLolscule, th« ion and a mlxtur® of ionic and nonlonic forma 
having a pH n®ar th® pK» value, fh® pH of th® solution 
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contalnlng this mlxtur®, together with absorbfiiiicy Measure­
ments of th® three solutiona are used to calculate K». An 
averag® value is obtained by,caleulating 1' fro» data taken 
at several wavelengths. 
A similar equation ean be derived for the ease where 
further ionization is possible. When the second disaoeia* 
tion constant is stifficientlj different from the first, no 
particular difficulty should arise. However, when K| is less 
than about 1000 it may become impossible to obtain the 
true absorption spectrum of th© intermediate ion. In this 
case K|^ and K| cannot be accurately deteirolned. 
Bie thsrmodynaraic ionization constant can be ©stiniated 
by application of th© Debye and Mckel theory (8). The 
e<iullibriuin equation may be written as 
pK » pH 4- log log - log Y^- . 
The activity coefficient of a Itl electrolyte is given by 
-log Y « -—^—f7» Cn 
1 
and for an unioniied molecule by 
-log Y ® C'p. . 
fhe terms A, B, C and 0* are characteristic constants which 
-21-
d#p©ad on typ® of solvent, ®tc# Substitution of thes® 
terms into th® ©qulllbrium e%u&tlon gives 
Sine© the•values for the constants Q and 0 * ar® usually 
s»all (about 0,02) for weak organic acids, these terns ean 
be eliminated because 0»|i. - Op, beccHnes negligibly aiaall, 
Th» value of A for water as solvent at 25® C» is 0.509 and 
the value of B can be taken as unity, the final equation 
becoMes 
This correction term, which must be added to the pK| values, 
is 0.12 for p. « 0.1 and 0.21 for p, « 0.5-
A similar treatment may be applied to detemine pK^ 
from pE|. 
/"A" 7 
mm «MiF 
,—TTT? 1 + B|i, ' 
PK = PH • log £H=Z * 0-509^ . 
X +11^'® 
pi » pH ^ log * log y^- - log r^m 
fej 
Wn® activity coefficient tems may be calculated by 
-log Yfta a EL-— ^  0'|Jt . 
1-1" 
fh® factor of two In th® eooffieient for A* is th® valency 
correction factor for a 2jl ©leetrolyt®* Combination of 
th® aboT® ©fuations and @liain«tion of th® G and e» teras 
as b®for® gives 
, /"HA" 7 pi « pi 4- log = ssC. »• . ' ' . 
r^ 'j 1 • 
fh«.s th® activity coefficient factor is th® sam® as that 
for th© first ionlEation step. 
B» Determination of Hatlo of Ligand to Central Atom 
1# Job's method 
Itoe method of continuous variations, first proposed by 
Job in 1928 Ci}.0) and reviewed by fosburgh and Cooper in 
l^jp. C?9) # is probably the method most used for the deter­
mination of the formula of a complex ion in solution. Its 
application hms beeom® so coamon that it is unnecessary to 
discuss the method her®. 
Blope ratio method 
Recently, a new method was reported by Harvey and 
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Manning (33)* ®a®a« work®ra d®v«lop®d th@ slop® ratio 
»®tliod and presented it along with a r@'rlew of a ntaaber of 
laotliods that had to«®n proposed before # ®is derivation of 
this new method is prss#iit®d h®r«. 
•fhe reaetion for the fomation of a co»pl#x ion may b® 
written as 
mA + liB « • 
If th@ cone®iitratlon of 8 is oonstant and in smffioient «x-
e®ss to mak® dissoeiation n®gligibl©, th® etuilibrim eon-
o@iiti?ation of the eompl®x ion will b« proportional to th« 
analytical eonc®ntratioa of 4 add@d in ths reaotionj so 
r^rJ '-• (1) 
Assmlng th© mr®acted aol®©ul®s of A and B do not 
absorb or ar© coiiip«nsat®d for, the Bougu®r«Be#r relation 
bocoaes 
*3 - • (2' 
Subatituting the valm© of th© oomplax from (1) into (t| 
gi-res 
- V«A> • (3) 
®i# absorbanoy i# plotted against different analytical 
•Sii."* 
eonediitratlons of A, kesplng th# coneeiitFatlon of B constant; 
and in ®3te«ss» Over th® straight lin® portion of th« cwv©, 
©tuation (3) i» valid and this straight lin® will hav® a 
slop® giv®n by 
Slop®j^ « @^/m . Cl|,) 
Similarly, if A is th® component in constant ®xo®ss 
and th® ©onoentration of B is varied 
- Ob/" (S) 
and if Ag is plottad against th® slop® of th® straight 
lin® portion of th® emrv® will b@ 
Slop«g » ®ub/n . (6) 
fh® ratio of n to a in th® co»pl®x way b® found by 
taking th® ratio of th® two slop®® 
Slop®j^/ Slop@g « n/m . (7) 
When this m«thod ia applied to coaplax ions in aiueous 
solution, it is generally possibl® to assume a to to© unity 
and thus determine n» 
-.^ 5" 
D®t®mli3iationi of lleetron Chaag® 
bj F0t@ntloffl®trlo fiti-mtlon 
?h« dftta obtalaed in a poteiitlca»«ti*le titratiosa ean b@ 
«.i»d %o d«t®i»»iin® thm «l«otron ehang® of th# material baing 
titrated, fhe aothod is baaod on a simple mathematical 
treatment of th® I«rnst »%mation., 
ojEidl*®d + n ®* w redueed 
B m if 2^ log 
^ (3P»d) 
A straight line aho'uld be obtained when the potential 1 is 
plotted against log (oxid)/Cr®d) • fhls line will hai^ e a 
slop® equal to Rf/nF«. As a first approximation, th® t®i»s 
(oxld) and {r®d) ©an b© obtained from the volw® of titrant 
add®d at ai^ point and the total wlw® refulred to reach 
th® stolohiometrle end point. . 
(red) « "Tolura® added 
{oxld) w eqtaivalene® folm® - foltra® added at 1 
Sine® the constants 1, f and F are kxiowa, the value of n can 
be fotmd from the value of the slope. 
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A# ?ie»lDioxliB» 
fhd vi£-dioxla®s ar# statol® eompotmds In neutral 
^Hfueous solution, but hydrolysis of th® oxlm® groups Is to 
b® ©xpeetod in aeld or alkaline solution# Strong oxidising 
agents should attaok th© dioxiae® bringing about mor® rapid 
daeomposltion, Th®s© aspeets of vi£*dioxlm® eh®ralstry w@r® 
investigated together with tha dataraination of th@ aeidle 
ionization eonstants «id ar« dlaeussad b®low» Finally, 
so»® infomation eoneernlng th© furoxan dsrivatlv® of 
2,3*butan«dion®dioxlffi® Is presented* 
1- Stability 
WWiHiiiilliiiirl-r" I ' 1^' 
fhe stability of th® vjU-dloxlmes wa® investigated 
only under oondltlons of Interest to this study. 
a. Alkaline solutions> Th© docomposltlon of th® 
vlc«dloxiinea. in alkalln® solution was followed by means of 
the spectrophotometer. Absorption curves were obtained at 
Intervals of 2ij.«i4.8 hoxirs and representative curves appear in 
Figure 2# The solutions were seanned in cuvettes 
against a 0»5 M sodium hydroxid® solutions curve 1^ after 
five minutes; curve 2, after II4.2 howsj curve 3, after J4.35 
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FIG. 2- DIONE AND DIOXIME STABILITY IN 0.5 M SODIUM 
HYDROXIDE SOLUTION. 
(A) ABOUT ICf\l 1,2-CYCLOHEXANEDIONE 
(B) 2.30 X ia"M 2,b- BUTANEDIONEDIOXIME 
4.80 X lOf M 1,^- CYClJOHEPTANEOIONEDIOXiME 
(A SLOOX ia"M 1,2-CYCLOHEXANEDIONEOIOXIME 
2d* 
hotars. fh® curves tndloat# %hat th® dion© ia much leas 
atabl® than th® vte-dioximes t»st©d. Absorption by earbon-
at« ion provonted extending th« eiirfoa to shorter wave­
lengths. -fh® absorbaney of th@ absorption maxima decm&amd 
in 1|,35 hours as follow® i 
lo attoapt was mad® to Identify th« decomposition pro* 
duets of th© vio-dioxiM«s. fh® foi«atlon of dion® is to be 
expeot®d ^and th# absorption eurv®s show an absorbaney in-
er@as© in th# r-egion of dion® absorption# I>@co»poaition of 
thfl dion# doos not appear to load to approoiabl® Quantities 
of eowpounds whieh absorb light in th« rogion studied. 
b# Alkaline solutiona containing peroxydisulfate# 
fhis study was porforwod in th® saa® aannor at that in th« 
previous section, loprosontativ© absorption curves are,pre­
sented in Pigur® 3. fhe solutions were scanned in 
cuvettes against a 0.05 M sodiua hydroxide solution: curve 
1, after five minutes} curve 2, after 77-1/2 hoursj curve 3, 
after 2I4.7 hours* fhe absorbaney of th® absorption maxiiaa 
decreased in lj.35 hours as follows s 
1 jt'-Oyclohexanedionedioxtoe 
2,3-ButanedlonedioxiM® 
1,2'«0ycl©h#ptan@dionedioxi»e 
n 
s% 
2|3-Butanedionodloxiae 
1,2-Cyclohexanedionedioxiae 
83# 
Till. 
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O 1.25 © 1.25 
1.00 
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LeNGT^ mil. 
nG.3-OIOXIME STABILITY IN QM M SODIUM 
(A) 5x lO"® M POTASSIUM PEROXYDISULFATE ALONE 
(B) 2.30XI0'''m 2,3-BUTANEDIONEDiOXIME 
(C) 4.80*10"® M 1,2-CYCLOHEPTANEDiONEDIOXIME 
031 5.001 lOr M I ,2-CYCL0HEXANEDI0NEDK)XIME 
-30. 
1,2-Gjcloli@ptanedioiiedloxlM« 57^' 
lo n0w Maxima appsar abOT® 250 ra|t« slight incr©as« in 
absorbaiiey in tb® region of 300 mp,. Is probably dti« to dion# 
absorption. 
®* AamoBilfteal solmtioaa eontftining; bronine» An attempt 
waa mad® to obtain ultrairloltt absorption curves Aowing the 
decoapositloii of i^-dioxime by broniae. However, tli« ab­
sorption ourv© of tiia vi^-dioxiee was «o»pl@t©ly obscurtd 
by absorption du® to laypobrfmit® ion. %alitativ® tests 
with niek®l(ll} ion iadioated eomplet® d«atructlon of th® 
vio-dioxia® by bromine in a »att»r of rainmtes, depending on 
th® ratio of bro»in# to vie-di©zi«6. These results partially 
explain th® inowi instability of the color of Ccmplex A. 
2. Deterwination of th® aeidlc diasoeiation oonstanta 
Most oximes ar® weak adds and this aoidle nature of 
the vie*dio3Elme8 w&9 of particular Interest In the study of 
th© complexes with nickel ion. Other workers have reported 
studies of the aeidity of 2,3-butan®dlonedio3ciae (7,75»76|. 
Preliffilnary tests indieated that the ultraviolet absorption 
maxima of th# vie*dioximea under consideration are shifted 
to longer wavelengths with an Increase in Gonse<»a.ently, 
this physical property was used to determine the ionization 
eonstants# It is aaamed that this ehange in abaorption 
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sp«e%.ra represents removal of th# protons from the ©xla® 
groups,« 
•• Solution® of th«' vSo-dloxlmea for thos® studlei w«r@ 
prepared ^ in th® following »«an«r • the pH of «&cli solution 
w&s adjusted to m approximate valu® by th® addition of a 
measured volume.of sodiua hydroxide solution. Sodium 
ehlorld# solution was addod., ^ ©n n«e®ssary, to maintain 
constant ionic strength and th» mlxtur® diluted to nearly 
200' ml. fha solutions w»re then' allowed to equilibrate at 
rooffl temperature 123 • t® C,). fhe vle-dioxime waa added 
just prior (5-10 minutes I to aoanning the solution against 
ft blank of similar eoaposition and pH with the Cary apectro-
photometer. Some ©f th® abso^rp-tion our^rea for solutions' ' 
listed in the tables were oaitted froa the figure® to avoid 
confusion# 
a, 2,3*.Butanedionedioxiaie. %on examination of 
Figure l|., curve 6 was chosen m representing the absorption 
spectrum of the singly charged anion. Using this curve 
together with curves 1 and 3, a calculation of pl^ was made 
by th® method of Stenstr&a and Qoldemith (see Part I?). 
•Rie average value obtained for nine wavelengths was 
10.61 + 0.04. fhe curve for singly charged anion probably 
lies between curves 5 ®nd 6. The calculated pK^ value ob­
tained using curve 5 ia about 10,5* Kie activity coefficient 
correction for this case is 0.1; therefore, the best value 
for pE^ is concluded to be 10,65 ± 0.05* 
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FIG. 4-ABSORPTION CURVES ILLUSTRATING EFFECT OF VARYING pH OF 230x10" 
280 300 260 270 290 
M SOLUTIONS OF 2,3-BUTANEDIONEDlOXlME AT IONIC STRENGTH OF 0.1. 
NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO SOLUTIONS DESCRIBED IN TABLE I. 
SCANNED IN 2.0-cm. CUVETTES vs. APPROPRIATE BLANK& 
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aso 260 s»o 
' _ ___ _ WAVELENGTH, mp. 
Tie. 5-ABSORPTION CUfiVK' lLLUSTIwflNG Epre^ OF VARYING dH OF 2. 30x l0-®M SOLUTIONS OF 2,3-BUTANEDIONEaOXIME 
AT IONIC STRENGTH OF (5.5. 
NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO SOLUTIONS DESCRIBED IN lAeiE a. 
SCANNED IN 2.0-qm. CUVETTES yi APPROPRIATE BLANKS. 
3k' 
Using c\irves 1,, l|. and 6 from Figure 5# was ©alou-
lated to b0 10«30 + 0«02. If curve 7 is substituted for air , 
csurvo 6, pK» la fomd to be about 10 .i}.# fh® aetivity ©oef-
1 
fieisnt eorr®etion for this oas@ is 0#2 and the best value 
for pK^ beeoaea 10#55 ± 0#05» 
Examination of Figwes and $ indicates a n«w speoies 
of absorbing ion is .being foriied at high pi. There 1» a 
further shift in the absorption ataximura as well aa a depar­
ture from the isosbestie point* It is aaauraed that these 
changes occur due to fomation of th® doubly charged anion 
by removal of the second oxime hydrogen, 
fhe data in fable I are presented in Figure 6. For an 
ideal ease, the midpoint of the break in th® curve would 
correspond to the point at which the pH became Identical 
with the pi, 
pi « pi. log 
At this point the solution wuld contain an equal aaount of 
unionised and ioniaed molecules# • 
•fhe lines fitting the data plotted in Figure 6 were 
drawn in a somewhat arbitrary fashion# In order to obtain 
a graphical pK^ value corresponding to the calculated value, 
it is necessary to asaume there is a. break in the vertical 
portion of the curves, fhe midpoints of the breaks yield 
the .following pK» values? 
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f ABIil I 
Solutions used for th® Datemination of t^ 
Ionization Goastants of 2,3-Butan©dioii0dioxii!i® 
with n, » 0*1 
Solution 
lo* 
pH 4227 
a 
1 5.95 0.665 0.025 
la 9.33 0.61^5 0.110 
t 10.31 0.520 0.295 
3 10.60 o.W o.ii.15 
k 11,00 0.3lt.5 0.530 
5 11.U 0.260 0.595 
6 11.?6 0.215 0.750 
1 12.0? 0.180 0.795 
8 12.49 0.175 0.855 
9 12,77 0.160 0.870 
10 13.014. 0.155 0.885 
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fABLE II 
Solutions ms®d f©i* th® of th& 
loniEtttioB Constant of 2,,3-Bmtan#di0n®dloxla® 
with {A « 0#5 
EiTEEIoE 
1 6,51 
la 7,k9 
lb 8.98 
I 9.31 
3 9.96 
k 10.32 
$ 10.70 
6 11.20 
7 11.61 
?a 12.01 
8 12.10 
8a 1.3.10 
9 13.i^8 
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FIG. 6-GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF IONIZATION CONSTANTS OF 
2.3- BUTANEDIONEDIOXIME FROM DATA IN TABLE I. 
(A) 227 m/i. 
(B) 260 m|L. 
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227 Mil ^60 myk 
PK. 10.6X 1040 
pKl 11.87 11.61), 
z 
If pK£ la taken to b® 10.5Q* the pK| iralmes become 11«73 and 
11.77 raspecti'srelyt wh®n ealctilated by dii*«et proportion. 
The pKg -ralu® bdooitea 11.85 
An absorbancj ts# pH plot for the data obtained at an 
ionic str®ngth of 0.5 was ias©d to obtain further pK^ values. 
At 226 »p.. pK^ was found to b© 12.2, whil© at 260 myk, th® 
value obtained was 11.7. 
A consideration of the data above leads to the following 
valuei for thes® constantss 
10.6 + 0.1 
pig 11.9 + 0.3 
fhe paper bj .Babko and MiMaelaon (7) was not available, 
but the abstract listed a pK| value of 11.1. fh® fact that 
this value lies between the pKj^ ted pK^ values listed above 
indicates .these .workers failed to Isolate their pK£ data 
from the effects of removal of the second proton. 
b. 1,2«gyclohe3{:anedionedioxiMe. fhis vic-dioxtme was 
treated experimentally as in Part a above, fh® data for the 
solutions used are presented in fable III and representative 
absorption curves are reproduced in Figure 7» 
fAB.1.1 III 
Solutloui for thm B#t©3pmin®tioii of thm Ioniza­
tion' Qonutmts of i,2-€|-©l0h©xaii®dioii«'dloxlffl.© with 
ji. « 0»5 
l^oiiiaon „ ' 
MoV • ' - ^ ' " '• • ' ' 8 
• I • 4.51 • .0.445 O.It0 
la. •• 0.70" '• 0.440 O.aSO 
2 f.76 0#4i5 0435 
3 • 10*ia' ' 0»S30 0,515-
!{. 10.82 O.i^ TS 0.430 
5 '11.28' "• o.lj,30 • • '0.?55 
4 11.40 0.1^ 35 0.825 
7 12.85 0.510 1,040 
8 13.58 0.525 1.095 
OT-
M-
W 260 i70 180 
WAVELENGTH, mn 
RG.T-ABSORPTION CURVES ILLUSTRATING EFFECT OF VARYING oH OF AOO*ICR» M 
SOLUTIONS OF 1,2-CYCLOHEXANEDIONEDIOXIME^ AT 
IONIC STRENGTH OF 0.5. 
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FIG. 8-GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF IONIZATION CONSTANTS OF 1^-CYCLOHEXANEDIONEDIOXIME FROM DATA IN 
TABLE III. (A) 232.5 m;t. 
(B) 265 m;L. 
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Solutlons numbered 1,3 and $ wer® used to calculate 
pl|« fh@ average value obtained for nine wavelengths was 
10»33 ± 0.04* Th© pK* values were estimated from Figure 8* 
The points of inflection were found by inspection and the 
midpoints Indicate the following values for the constants: 
fhe activity coefficient correction for this case is 
0.2. Consideration of the above data leads to the following 
best values for these dissociation constants; 
c. 1,2>-Gyeloheptanedionedio3£iitte > fhe experimental 
procedure used with this vije-dioxime was the same as that 
described above, fable I? contains the data for the solu­
tions employed and representative curves are presented in 
Figure Unfortunately the absorption maxima related to 
this vicdiokime occur at such short wavelengths that car­
bonate Ion absorption obsct^ypes critical portions of the 
curves for solutions at high pH» fhe region of 290 «li.. 
fflight be of value provided higher vic«dioxlme concentrations 
were used. Since very little work with this vic'dioxiine 
was planned, this alternative was not pursued. 
PK-
232.5; »ll, 
10.31 
12.33 
265 ap. 
10.39 
12,16 
±0*3. 
12.4 ± 0.5 
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TABIJ5 I¥ 
Solutions «.s®€ f&r th« Dstemiaation of the loiilza-
tioa Coostaiats of l,2««Cyeloli®ptan®.{lioii«dioxi«® with 
« 0«S 
Solution 
Ho. pi 
2^i|0 2^90 
1 6.53 0,235 0.000 
la 6.86 0.230 0.005 
Ih 8,98 0.155 0.020 
le 9.97 0.320 0.030 
2 10. gs 0.365 O.OI1.5 
3 10.61 0,101.5 0,080 
k 11,10 0.545 0.105 
l|.a 11.51 0,605 0.110 
5 11.76 0.655 0,095 
$a 12.12 0.700 0.100 
$b 12,10 o»7kO 0.080 
6 12.5© 0.735 0,050 
6a 12.92 0.800 0.065 
6b 13. 111. 0.805 0,055 
6o 13.33 0.805 0.055 
7 13.M4 0,805 0.050 
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FIG. 9-ABSORPTION CURVES ILLUSTRATING EFFECT OF VARYING pH 0F4.80xI0-5M SOLUTIONS OF 
1.2- CYCLOHEPTANEDIONEDIOXIME. 
NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO SOLUTIONS DESCRIBED IN TABU IV. 
SCANNED IN 2 0-cm. CUVETTESvs,APPROPRIATE BLANKS. 
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Figure 10 permits an estimation of th© pi' values, fh® 
curve at 290 Mp,. indieatas a pi:£ value of 10.49* When this 
value is used to deteMlne the point of inflection in th® 
curv0 at 240 mji.# pKi is found to to® 12.00. l®r® again th® 
£ 
activity coefficient correction is 0.2. A consideration of 
th®se results, together with th® aisiiaptlon that this 
vlc-dioxlae should behav# similarly to those above, leads to 
the following estimates for th® constantsf 
3. Furoxan derivative of 2j3•'butanedlonedioxi«® 
fhls derivative was prepared by the method of Scholl 
(72), The procedure was followed as described except com­
mercial, tank dlnltrogen tetroxlde was employed. A 50 per 
cent yield was obtained, Ihe compound Is a yellow oil, 
which distills under 14 Bra. of mercury at about 108° C. 
The King Index (64, p. %) describes the furoxan ring 
as 2,6-dloxa-l,3-dlaiabloyelo/~'3.1.0^-hexane. 
K. V. Auwers (4,5) proposed the following equilibria baaed 
pKi 
PKg 
10.7 * 0.2 
12.3 + 0.5 
.0 
2 
-14.6-
0125 
iaa- QlOO 
0D50-
Q0Z5-
flGJb-GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF IONIZATION CONSTANTS OF 
l,2-CYCLX)HEPTANEDI0NEDI0XIME FROM DATA IN TABLE IV. 
(A) Z4a 111)1.. 
(B) 29 0 m|L. 
I 
on valeney and r«fraetion @xp«rlia«nts 
R— |-f C—R» • 1—C'=:C—1« 1—C C—1' XJ I-O-I-O 
(1) i 2 )  (3) 
Kinney and Hawood (14.6} ms@d ozonolysis raactlons to confirm 
th® presence of structure 2, file isolation of isomers of 
structures 1 and 3 h-as not been reported. Further informa­
tion concerning the furoxans and related compounds can be 
found in the extensive dioxime work of Ponzio and coworkers 
Spectrophotometric curves of the furoxan are reproduced 
in Figure 11. Decomposition of the furoxan in hot alkaline 
solution is apparent, After this curve was obtained, nick-
el(II) ion was added to the solution? no color developed on 
standing up to 2if. hours, fhis would indicate that very 
little vio*diQxime had foraed from the furoxan. 
A f«w of the qualitative experiments reported by Ok&c 
and Polster (62) were repeated. It immediately became appar­
ent that these workers were dealing with a compound whose 
structure was unrelated to that of Complex B, Experiments 
reported below (Part B) Indicate Complex B does not fora 
with 2,3-butanedionedloxiae at the high sodium hydroxide 
concentrations used by these workers. The results of their 
-i;8-
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FIG.ll-ABSORPTlON CURVES OF FUROXAN 
DERIVATIVE OF 2,^BUTANEDI0NEDIC»<IME. 
SCANNED IN 5.0-cm. CUVETTES vs. DISTILLED 
WATER. 
CURVE I: NEUTRAL 
CURVE 2: 0.5M SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
CURVE 3: 0.5M SODIUM HYDROXIDE 
SCANNED AFTER HEATING li HOURS. 
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workj wMl® of g®n®rtl interest, probably hav@ very littl® 
bearing on the atruotur@s of Somplex A aM Complex B. 
B« Stable Complex {Coaplex B) 
Sff®et of pH and time 
fhe visible color of Caaplex B is eh&racteriMd by a 
broad absorption maximim in the region of 14.60 and a 
miniaiwB near I4IO mp.# fhe aetmal values of these points is 
dependent upon the vio-dioxiine used.. Absorption e-urves of 
Complex B, Complex A and the stabillMd nlckel{II) compound^ 
are presented in Figure 121 for oomparison. fhe spectrum of 
Complex A lies intexwediate between that for Complex 1 and • 
that for the niekelCII) expound, this figure will be 
referred to again in a later section. 
a, Viaible speetrym* fhe effect of both time and pH 
were investigated in the region of 350-600 mp.. Absorption 
curves were obtained at intervals of about 72 hour®. The 
data obtained at the large absorption maxiua are plotted in 
Figure 13« fhe abaorbancy aeasurements are less accurate 
than might be expected due, to- the presence in the solutions 
of suspended sodiuai carbonate. 
Only part of the time ewve for 0#05 M sodiua. hydroxide 
^ taken fr<Ma the original data of Ferguson and Banks 
(21), 
OC Qjrs 
< COO-
WAVELENGTH. ma. 
FIG.12-ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF NICKEL" 1,2-CYCLOHEXANEDIONEDIOXIME 
SOLUTIONS. 
CURVE V NICKELOUS COMPOUND STABILIZED WITH GUM ARABIC 
CURVE Z COMPLEX A 
CURVE 5 COMPLEX B 
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I.2S 1.25 1.25 
O.IOM 2.50M 
1.00 1.00 
I.OOM 0.05M LOOM 
025 M 0.75M 
0.75M 
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5.00M 
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OlSO 0.50 0.50 
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FIG. 13-EFFECT OF TIME AND pH ON THE STABILITY OF COMPLEX B. 
NUMBERS REPRESENT CONCENTRATION OF SODIUM HYDRCSODE 
ALL SOLUTIONS WERE I.50XLO'^ M NICKEL AND4.60XI0-' 
M DIOXIME. (A) 2,3-BUTANEDIONEDIOXIME 
(B) I, 2-CYCLOHEXANEDIONEDIOXIME 
(C) I, 2-CYCLOHEPTANEDIONEDIOXIME 
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solution i§ shown in part A of Figure 13 bscaus® th® solution 
originally contained the insoluble nickel(II) oompound. 
fabl® ¥ presents th® significant results of this study, 
fh® results presented in Figura 13 and fable ¥ illus-
trat® th« striking differences in th® reactivitias of thes® 
thr®« vic^dioximea» ®a®a« differenoes are also apparent in 
th® insolubl® 5l£-dloxliti6*niekel(II) ©ompomdsi th« 
1 ,,2-cyeloh#xan®dlonedloxia@ derivative appears to b® aueh 
mor® insolubl© than th® other twof the l,2-©yoloh®ptanedlon©-
dioxiin® derivativ® is • yellow while the ©th@r two ar# r®dj 
and th® lower pS limit for eomplet® precipitation varies be­
tween all three# Reasons for this somewhat anomalous beha­
vior eannot be given at present. 
b. Ultraviolet spectrum, A few studies were made to 
investigate th© ultraviolet absorption spectrum of CSomplex 
B» fhls region Is not readily aeoesslble due to the'strong 
absorption by the vie-dioxi»e» Representative data are pre­
sented in Figure ll|.. 
Part A of Figure IJ4. shows a strong increase in absorp- • 
tion at the vic-dioxiae raaxirawi Iwediately after adding 
niekelCII) ion* As the visible eolor reaehed its aaxiauai, 
the 270 rap. absorption peak shifted to longer wavelengths 
aecompaniad by a deerease In absorption# fhe solution was 
yellow for the first few hours# This »ay be due to the pre­
sence of appreciable -quantities of lower ccmplexes, since the 
loetal ion was in excess over the vic-dioxiate * 
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fABtJg ? 
Rlstiail ©f Stmdj of lff«et of Tia® and pi 
oa Stabllltj of Complex B 
1»S0 X M ilokel ion 
ii.,60 X 10"^  M ¥ic.dloxl»® 
?le-dloxiiffl@ 
Optimm 
conc«nti»atloii 
of soditm 
hjdroxid® 
Gonoantpation 
of sodiiim hydroxid® 
where precipitation 
ooeurred 
2 .J-Butanedlone-
dioxlme 0»01 M 
1,2-Cjclohexan®-' 
dionedioxiaie 2*50 
1,2-0f;cloh®ptaB®-
dlonedloxim® 1.25 
0,05 M 
0.10 
0.25 
2.25 
BHOURS 
.26)^ HOURS 2.00 200 
- - WITHOUT Ni 
-- WITH NI --WITHOUT NI 
WITH NI 
1.75 1.75 
W-20 MINUTES 
A .75H0URS 
1.50 
7 7'/2 HOURS 
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100 
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0.75 0.75-
26 )^ ,77 131 HOURS 432 HOURS N 
244 HOURS— 
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-316 HOURS 
Q50 
244. 432 HOURS 
viiiToURS^ a25 5H0URS 
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WAVELENGTH, M^. 
hG.14-ULTRAVI0LET ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF COMPLEX B PREPARED 
275 275 250 
WITH l,2~CYCL0HEXANEDI0NEDI0XIME. 
SCANNED vs. SODIUM HYDROXIDE BLAI^S. 
{A)0.5M SODIUM HYDROXIDE, 2.50 x ICTM 
DIOXIME AND 3.00x10 M NICKEL; 5.0-cm. 
CUVETTES. -
(B) 0.05M SODIUM HYDROXIDE. 2.5xl0"4 M 
POTASSIUM PEROXYDISULFATE.I.50xlO-^M 
DIOXIME AND I.SOxlO'^M NICKEL; 2.0-Cfn. 
CUVETTES. 
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P&rt B of Plgiar® 11|. illustrates that peroxydisulfata 
ion only eauses Complex B to form mor® rapidly. Sine® 
th®r0 was an excess of jio-dioxim® ofsr niok®lCII) ion, 
lower complex®® probably wtr# not present to any ©xtant. 
lo inoreaie in absorption was obserwd at th® vic»dioxim@ 
Kaxiwum* 
Lifsehit», et al# (5^) pointed out that most dlwi&gn«tic 
nickel(II) coaiplaxes ar® bright r®d through red-brown to 
yellow in color, fh® work of Mellor and coworkers C55»56) 
indicates that th© ultraviolet spectrum of a nickel(II) 
complex fontts a wore reliable basis for prediction of mag­
netic type, -fhese workers present the following conclu­
sions • In paraaagnetle complexes of nickel(II), there is 
very little difference between the absorption spectrum of 
th® metal complex and'that of the chelate Molecule from 
which it ia derived# However, the diamagnetic complexes of 
nickel(II) usually show a broad band between 3^ 5 ®®d ii.15 ati-' 
and a bathoehromic shift in the b^ands of the chelating 
group. 
fhe evideiice presented thus far would lead to the pre­
diction that Complex B is a ditoagnetic nickel complex. 
Experimental evidence concerning this prediction is pre­
sented below. 
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2» Oxidizing agents 
As Bi«ntion«d prsvlously, manj oxidizing agents have 
he®n used to torm th@s® "oxidized" complexes. All of thos® 
reported, except peroxydlsulfate ion, first form Complex A. 
It has been found that, when Complex A is formed with 
1,2-cyelohexan#dioaedloxim® In th# usual aannar, the spec-
tr«Bi of Complex B does not appear. 
When the color of Complex B has been used as the basis 
of an analytical method for nickel ion* the rseoiwended oxi­
dant has been peroxydisulfate Ion. Wsing a standardized 
procedure, this oxidant will yield satisfactory results 
.(2i4.)., Since this study was directed toward an understanding 
of the complexes, peroxydisulfate ion was only used in a few 
experiments, 
A simple test proved that formation of Complex B was 
brought about by air oxidation. Oxygen-free nitrogen was 
bubbled through an alkaline solution of 1,2-cyclohexane-
dione--dioxiiBe. -After- 0.5 hour, a small ^antity of a nickel 
perchlorate solution was added, fhe nickel(11) ccMpound 
precipitated leaving a colorless solution. 
An attempt was raade to increase the rate of color devel-
©piaent by bubbling oxygen into solutions of Complex B. 
Absorbancy raeasureaents failed to indicate a wore rapid for­
mation of th© coaplex. This would indicate that, under nor­
mal conditions, the concentration of dissolved oxygen 
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reotalna sufficiently high to prevent th® oxygen from being 
rat© dettMining. 
3* Ratio of ligand to eentral atom 
fhe fO'rmultt of Complex B was determined by Job *8 method 
{i|.0), Th© results obtained using l,2-cyelohexanedion«dioxiBi® 
are presented la the fora of absorption curves in Figure 15# 
The solutions are described in fable ¥1. 
Inspection of Figure 15 indicates that the ratio of 
vijo-dioxiae to nickel ion is 3:1 at all wavelengths between 
350-600 »|i. This ratio was cmfirraed by plotting the data as 
recoMKiended by fosburgh and Cooper (79) • Such a plot at one 
wavelength is presented in Figure 1?. 
The ratio of $tl did not appear to change when th# solu» 
tions were allowed to stand (see Figure' 15)• The position® 
of the maxima and lainimua depend upon the ratio of vio-dioxiBie 
to nickel ion.. This may be interpreted a® being due to the 
foraation of other complexes. However, if this is true, 
their molar absorbancy indexes must be considerably lesa than 
that for the 3si conplex. fhe probl«tt is complicated because 
it is necessary to obtain'the data under non-etuillbriura 
conditions. 
^ fhe data obtained for Ooaiplex B prepared with the other , 
vio-dioxiiaes appear in Figure 16. fhe solutions are de­
scribed in Tables ?II and VIII., All of these solutions were 
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TABI.! fl 
Solutions used for th® Detemlmtion of th® Ratio of 
liokel to 1,S-Cycloh©xMi®dlon©dloxim@ as Complex B by 
Job*a Method 
All solution# containsd 0#5 M sodim 
hydroxid® with a final volume of 200 ml. 
Solution of 3,Qo X 10"^ M solution 
Miekel Vie-dioxime 
1 10,0 0,0 
2 8.0 2.0 
3 6.0 i^ ,0 
ii. 5.0 5.0 
5 5.5 
6 1|..0 6.0 
? 3.5 6.5 
8 3.0 7.0 
9 2.5 7.5 
10 2.0 8.0 
11 1.5 8.5 
12 1.0 9.0 
13 0.0 10.0 
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1.50 !.50 
1.25 1.25 
P 
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FIG. 15-ABSORPTION CURVES OF JOB'S SOLUTIONS OF COMPLEX B 
WITH 1,2- CYCLOHEXANEDIONEDIOXIME. 
NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO SOLUTIONS DESCRIBED IN TABLE VI. 
SCANNED IN 5.0-cm. CUVETTES vs. DISTILLED WATER. 
(A) 14 HOURS AFTER PREPARATION 
(B) 24 HOURS AFTER PREPARATION 
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TABIM. ?II 
Solutioiii used for th& I>®t«riBiiaatioa of th® Ratio of 
liektl to 1,2»G7ololi«ptan«dion®dioxiffl® as Complex B 
hf Job *8 M@tliod. 
Ail solutions oontalned 1.25 M sodium 
h|rdi!»oxid« with a final irolua® of 200 «1. 
Solution Ml» of 3,00 X. lO""^ M solution 
'2^  liekel fio-dioxiBie 
1 8.0 2.0 
2 6.0 l|..0 
3 5.0 5.0 
J4. 4.0 6.0 
5 3.0 7.0 
6 a.5 7.5 
7 3,0 8.0 
0 1,0 9.0 
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TABIiE ¥111 
Solutions us#<l for the C®t#i«inatioii of th® Katio of 
Sick®l to 2,.3-Bmtan«dioia«dioxim® «t»'Cowtpl«x 1 by Job's 
Method. 
&li solutions contained M sodiw 
hydpoxid# with a final volme of fOO «1. 
Solution ai, of 3,00 X 10"^ M solution 
•' iiolc@l fie-dioxime 
1 8.0 a,o 
2 6.0 14..0 
3 
k 
5 
6 
7 
8 
S.o 
l4,*0 
3.0 
2,0 
1.0 
7.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.5 
8.0 
9.0 
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FIG. 16-ABSORPTION CURVES OF JOB'S SOLUTIONS OF COMPLEX B. 
NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO SOLUTIONS DESCRIBED IN TABLES VII 
AND VIII. 
SCANNED IN 5.0-cm. CUVETTES v«. DISTILLED WATER 100 HOURS 
AFTER PREPARATION. 
(A) 1,2-CYCLOHEPTANEDIONEDIOXIME 
(B) 2,3-BUTANEDIONEDIOXIME 
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FIQ. 17-DETERMINATION OF COMPOSITION MAXIMUM OF COMPLEX B BY JOB'S METHOD. 
.1) 
(A) g.S.eUTANEOIONEOtOXIME AT 460mii. 
(S) i.e-GYCLOHEKANEOIONEDIOKIME AT 463mu.. 
(0) I.e^CYOUOHEPTANEDIONEDIOKIME AT 
••6I4* 
scanned 150 hours after preparation with only minor changes 
in th® ahsorption curves, fh# condition of equal molarity 
of• the• two reacting species-loses Its validity after this-' 
length of tim® b«caus» of dscoaposition of th# vic-dloxim#» 
This may b© 'th© cause of th® flat maxima obtained for these 
vic-dloxim©s in Figure 17* Color developaent wa» very alow 
in these solutions and non-equilibrium conditions prevailed• 
An attempt was mad® to obtain more conclusive evidence 
for the ratio using the slope rati© method (33)* fhis 
method failed for the complex prepared with 1,2-eyoloheptane-
dionedloxlme because the red-brown color failed to develop in 
the solutions containing excess nickel(II) ion. 
It was possible to obtain the red-brown color in solu­
tions of 2 ,.3-butanedionedloxl«e in which there was a constant 
excess of nickel(II) ion.' However, the ratio of vic-dioxime 
to nickel ion was about ij..,l|tl. fhis high ratio can be,ex­
plained if it is assumed that th© solutions containing excess 
nickel(II) ion do not develop maximum color. 
Since the result obtained for Complex B prepared with 
1,2-cyclohexanedionedlGxlme was so conclusive, it will be 
assumed that th© predominate species present in alkaline 
solutions has a vic-dioxime to nickel ion ratio of 3:1. 
45' 
i}.. Ionic charg® 
sign of tht chafg® on Complex B was d®t@i«nln®d by 
sirapl® migration «3cp@rim®nts» Several teats w©r® made, but 
only on® will be described# A solution of Complex B was 
made up to contain 0.5 M sodlm hydroxide, 0,5 M lithium 
nitrate, l|..00 x 10 ^  M nickel(II) perchlorate and 1.00 x 
10"^ M l,2«cyeloh®xanedl©n®dioxiia@» A ¥*tube waa half filled 
with the above solution. Portions of 0.5 M sodim hydroxide 
solution were carefully added to each ar» in such a way that 
th® 'boundary remained distinct. Platinum electrodes were 
Inserted in each arm of the U«tube and connected through a 
rheostat to a six-volt battery. A current of about five-
ailliafflperes waa allowed to pass through the solution for two 
days. Movement of the boundary was apparent at the end of 
the first day, 
Bie color of Coaplex B rose in the arm connected to th® 
positive pole of the battery, from these results, it was 
concluded that Coaplex B carries one or More negative 
charges. 
5« Magnetic susceptibility 
The magnetio susceptibility of Complex B was determined 
by the Oouy method, ®iea® measurements were made by 
Mr, R, W. Vander Haar of these laboratories. 
It-was found difficult to prepare solutions sufficiently 
•66"" 
concentrated to permit evaluation of the suaceptibillty. 
Soa© of the insoluble vl£-dioxlme-nlokelCII) compound always 
foraed. The following procedure was used: IQ ml. of 0.10 M 
nickelClI) perehlorate solution were slowly added to about 
125 »1* of a solution containing 20 ml. of 10 M sodiuw 
hydroxide and 1,5 g» ©f 1,2«cyclohexanedionedloxiBie. Oxygen 
was bubbled through the solution for about three hours. At 
the end of this tl»@, 0.^ g* wore of the vi0"di0xi»e was 
added and oxygen bubbled through the solution for two hours, 
fhe solution was made to a volume of 200 ml., allowed to stand 
for about 12 hours and then filtered through a laediua, 
sintered-glass filter crucible. A blank solution containing 
no nickel(11) ion was prepared in a similar manner. Spectro-
photometric analysis of the solution containing nickel{II) 
ion indicated the concentration of complex to be about 
1,5 X 10'-^  M. 
the experimentally observed magnetic susceptibility of 
-6 the complex was fo\and to be -0.709 x 10 c.g.a.u./ml. with 
an experiaental error of less than 0.001 x 10" c.g.a.u./al. 
fhe calculated value of the susceptibility for a complex 
having a magnetic moment of 2.83 Bohr aagnetons is 
.0.703 X 10""^ c.g.s.u./kl. From these measurements, It was 
concluded that Complex B Is a dlamagnetic complex of nickel. 
6. Electroraetric experiments 
Aa mentioned earlier,' Felgl •determined•,the .oxidation 
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Stat© of the nlekel ion in Complex B in an indirect manner. 
It was hoped that th® ©leetrometrio work described below 
would give ittor© direct ©videne® for th® electron change. 
a. PolaroRraphy. A. few attenpts were aad© to applj 
th© polarographio method to th® study of Ocraplex B, Very 
poor polarogrtffis were obtained. An indication of two breaks 
was observed: one at about -0.95 volt, the other at about 
-1.2 volts vs. S.C.I. 
It was impossible to ealeulate consistent electron 
change values from the polarograms• fhe n values obtained 
for each break ranged from 0,i|, - 0.8. fhis would indicate an 
electron change of one for each step in the curve. However, 
it must be emphasiied that the data obtained were very poor. 
b. Potentioaietric titrationa. A search for a suitable 
reducing agent was made after the polarographic method was 
found unsatisfactory. It was hoped that the complex could 
be titrated directly. Sodium dithionite, NagSgO|^, the only 
agent that appeared to react rapidly, waa used to titrate a 
solution of Complex B. A nearly normal potentiometric 
titration curve was obtained when the potential of a platinm 
Y8. a saturated calomel electrode was measured. An accurate 
determination of the nomality of the Complex B solution 
could not be obtained due to the instability of the sodium 
dithionite solution and the nature of its unknown oxidation 
product. However, the electron change of the nickel ion can 
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b« ©itliaated hy use of the iernst egjiatlon. A value of 1.8 
was found for th© electron ehang®. 
H©r® again the method does not provide uncontestable 
results. Howaver, the titration provides further evidence to 
substantiate the claim for an oxidation state of four for the 
nickel in Complex B. 
An iodometrl© titration was perfo.med tO' substantiate 
the results of earlier workers. Solutions of Complex B con­
taining 5»00 3c 10"^ '11 nickel ill) perchlorate, 2,3 x lO"-^  M 
2,3-butanedionedl0xlMe and O.l M sodium hjdroxide were 
prepared, fh# sodiua thiosulfate solution was standardlEed 
as described below bj addition to a blank solution containing 
sodltaa hydroxide and vjU-dioxl»e» fhe solution to be 
titrated was added to a 600 al. beaker containing 50 »!• 
10 per cent potassli3» iodide and 50 M1» of 7 per cent sodium 
bicarbonate, fhe solution was aagnetlcall|- stirred during 
the slow acidification of the solution bf^ 6 S hydrochloric 
acid. After acidification, 10 ral. of about 0.003 N sodium 
thiosulfate solution were added and the excess back-titrated 
with standard 0.001 1 potassium iodate. The end point of 
the titration was determined potentioraetrically. An average 
value of 1.6 was obtained for the _el®ctron change of the 
nickel frora decoaposition of Complex 1, 
Spectrophotoaietrie evidence indicated that nearly all of 
the nickel ion was present as Complex B. fhe reason for an 
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electron change of less than two is boll@V0d to b® due to 
part of the complex decomposing without reaction with iodid® 
Ion. liekeld?) would be expected to react with both wat@r 
and vie»dloxi«#j th® oxidized products might not oxidiz® 
iodid® ion or, if gaseous, might be siiwpt out of th© solu­
tion hf the carbon dioxide before reaction could occur. 
Using more'concentrated solutions, Feigl (20) obtained 
values of 1.0 and 1.9 for th© electron change, fhe values 
reported in this work are in fair agreement. 
7* Formation conatant of the ooaiplex 
The work of Gajer and Omrrett (25) indicates that 
nickel(II) ion is present In alkaline solution as the 
nickelate ion, HliOg, fhey calculate the following equili". 
briuffi constant to bet 
li(OH)^ + OH" s'HIlO: HOH 2 S 
K « (6 i 5) X 10"^  . 
fhe upper Halt of their value, 1.1 x 10**^ was chosen for 
the study reported below, since the median value gave a less 
precise value for the formation constant of Complex B. 
A consideration of all the data at hand indicates that 
the reaction should b© formulated as followsi 
•70. 
liCII) a liUV) + 2 (1) 
'I Og + HOH + 2 ©- » 2 or. C2) 
OoBJbinlrag ©tti&tion® (1) and [ 2 )  tog®th®i» with th® addition 
of vic-dloxlme givesi 
INlOl 4 3 D' 4. I 0^ • 2 HOH « liC" + $ OH* . (3) 2 2 2' 3 
tte formation constant beeomass 
K . (SlDp tOH')^ _ 
^ ClWiOj) CD*)^ {lOH)^ 
Under conditions, of constant ionic strtngth, th® activity 
eo®fflei@nts of th® ions can b® combined with It will 
b© assumed that the activities of oxygen and water remain 
constant, if not unity, and thus obtain th® following 
constant s 
(OH-)^ 
K* «S 
•a % * 
activity of the hydroxld® Ion was left in th® above ex­
pression because variation in the pH was experimentally 
observed. 
fhe fomation constant, K|, for the coaplex prepared 
using 2,3-butanedlonedloxime, was calculated by means of the 
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molar abaorbanej index, fh® vic-dioKime coneentration was 
correeted to allow for its slow deoomposition in alkaline 
solution, fh® absorb&neies ms@4 in th® calculations repr®--
s«nt the maxiMuim valu® attained by ®aeh solution mid appro­
priate corrections were applied for absorption due to th© 
reacting species» fh# abaorbancy measur@ra®nts were mad® 
with th© Beckroan spectrophotometer using curettes. 
Data for the calculation of the fomation constant were 
obtained from two exper-iaents. An ionic strength of 0.1 
waa obtained by the addition of sodiua hydroxide solution to 
give a final pH of 13. The solutions were maintained at 
23-25 degrees centigrade. 
A aeries of solutions, described in Table IX, were 
prepared in which the vic-dloxiiae concentration was varied 
while the nickel ion concentration was kept constant. A 
similar series, in which the nickel ion concentration was 
varied, is described in fable X. fhe data obtained are 
plotted in Figure 18j the curves were calculated as 
described below. 
fhe value of the molar absorbancy index for Complex B 
was obtained for each series by successive approxiaiations. 
The minimuia deviation in K| was obtained when ll^^OOO was 
chosen for the value of a», in each series. 
This value for the molar absorbancy index was used to 
calculate the concentration of conplex ion in each case. The 
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f ABLE U 
Molar lafcio Solutioiii of ComplexPrepared with. 
2,3-But&i]«<lioii®iioxia® at a Constant Concentration of 
ilek@l Ion «qu«l to 1.50 x 10"^  M 
lo. MO s 
vto-Bioxlm# 
Cone«ntritlon 
X io5 
PH 
1 0.070 0.99 ia.95 
a 0.125 1.I1.8 12.95 
3 0,175 1.98 12.96 
k 0 .SiiiO t.53 12.96 
5 0,320 3.03 12.96 
6 0.385 3.5it 13.00 
7 0.400 3.95 13.01 
8 o.lf50 IJ..I1.5 13.01 
9 0.515 i|-.95 13.02 
10 0.585 5»45 13.02 
11 0.614-5 5»9l 12.98 
12 0.680 6.41 13.01 
13 0.775 7.21 12.97 
14 0.880 9.61 12.97 
15 0.960 11.99 13.01 
16 0.975 1I|,.I|0 13.02 
17 0.995 16.77 13.02 
18 0.980 19.17 13.02 
19 1.010 23.97 13.02 
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UBIM X 
Molar Rati© Solutions of Complex 1 Prepared with 
2,3-Btitaii®aioa®dioxlM» at a learly Constant Ooncentra-
tion of Vie-Dioxime ®<iual to 3 x 10"^  !! 
Mo. a  
Iiek«l 
Coaeentrition 
X 105 
ft^-blbxim# 
Coneentrfttion 
X io5 
pH 
1 0.110 0.25 2.90 13.01 
2 0.190 0.50 2.9I1, 13.00 
3 0,2^ 0 0.75 2.90 13.00 
k  0.265 1.00 2.96 13.00 
S  0.275 1,25 2.96 13.00 
6 0.275 1.50 2.96 13.00 
7 0.295 1»75 2.96 13.01 
0 0.320 2.00 2.90 13.01 
9 0.320 2.50 2.80 13.01 
10 0.365 3.00 2.88 13.01 
11 0.375 3.50 2.88 13.02 
12 0.375 4.00 2.88 13.02 
13 0.395 4*50 2.88 13.02 
Ik  0.390 5.00 2.88 13.02 
Q9 
06 
or 
06 
05 -
CD OS 
02 
CONCENTRATION, M > 10® 
Fiats-MOLAR RATIO CURVES FOR COMPtEX B PREPARE WITH 2,3-BUTANEOIONEDIOXiME. 
DATA FROM TABLES IX AND X. 
0-VARYIM6 OIOXIME: UPPER ABSCISSA 
A-VARYING NICKEL: LOWER ABSCISSA 
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fomation constant was than calculated. A sample calcula­
tion follows: 
= 0»385 PH » 13.00 
s 
» 1.50 X 10'^  M (OH") » 0.100 
Cjj « 3Sk X 10"^  M 
HID* « « 0.55 X 10*^ , 
3  ^X 111-,000 
rf 
Z"o.Sg X 10 'J /"oaoogy 
K I S SW" ..•-....P SHW:., GG ,, ...P -J--
3 fiiso - 0.55) X 10-^J7 rO.$k - 1.65) X 10'^ 
K» » 0,6k X 10^ . 
3 
The results obtained by such calculations are presented In 
fables XI and XII, 
The curves presented In Figure I8 were calculated by 
assuming the average value for for each aeries was the 
true value of the constant, fhe value of the absortoancy for 
each solution was then calculated asauMing the molar absor-
bancy index value was 14,000. Bius, Flgiire 18 illustrates 
the "goodness of fit" of the final value of for each 
series to the experinental data, 
A grand average of all the 1* values yields 
g 3 
(1.1 + 0.6) % 10 . fhe accuracy to which the formation con­
stant is known leaves much to be desired, lo reason for the 
difference in average values between the two series can be 
given. 
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fABLS XI 
Calculation of Pomatlon Constant of' dompldX B 
Using the Data in fabl®. IX 
a IktOOQ 
'  ^ 3J. 10-9 
1 1.60 
2 1.10 
3 0.77 
k 0.57 
$ . 0.58 
6 0.71| 
7 0.52 
8 O.ij.1 
9 O.ij.1 
10 0,63 
11 0»if0 
12 0,14.8 
13 0,34 
Ik 0.19 
15 0,24 
16 0.15 
17 0,11 
18 0.05 
19 0,0k Q 
Ave. (0.5 ± 0.3) X 10^  
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TABIdE XII , 
Calculation of Poraation Constant of Complex B 
Using the Data In fabl® X'' 
Io« X lO"^ 
1 1.32 
2 1,22 
3 1*52 
k 1.01 
$ 0.80 
6 0.62 
7 0.88 
8 1.33 
9 1.38 
10 2.31 
11 3 •06 
12 3.06 
13 3.73 
Ik 3.92 q 
Av«. (2^1) X 10^ 
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One source of error ll«s in the m@as\jrem®nt of pH of 
each solution. An error of 0.02 pH unit introduces ® varia­
tion of about 0.3 X 10^ in the value of the constant. The 
meaaurenent of pH in the region of 13 is probably less 
accurate than + 0.02 unit. An error of 0,01 in the absor-
bancy measurement results in a similar error in K^. fhe 
presence of suspended sodium carbonate in these solutions 
could cause an error of at much as 0.01 abaorbancy unit. An 
additional error arises due to the uncertainties in the 
equilibria concentration of vie-dioxirae, which is a cubic 
term in the efuilibriua expression. 
Perhaps ^a large portion of the errors present have 
their origin in the chemistry of the reaction. For a case 
such as this, there is reason to doubt the existence of a 
true thermodyna»ic equilibriua. If this is true, the appli­
cation of the Bouguer-Beer relationship above is probably 
invalidated. 
fhe presence'Of complexes other than the 3tl species 
cannot be completely ruled out. However, it is unlikely that 
appreciable quantities of these complexes can be present, 
fhe presence of a Itl nickel(II) complex is unlikely since 
the 2il nickel(II) compound is insoluble at pH 13. The pre­
sence of 111 and 2:1 nickel(III) and nlokel(I¥} complexes 
are not expected, fhe fomatlon of a i|.:l complex also 
appears unlikely. 
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A eonsidei-atlon of th© above results and discuasion 
indicates th&t Complex B la a 3J1 complex containing 
nickel(I?) ion and Its formation constant has a value of 
about 1 X 10^• 
C- Wnstabl® Complex (Complex A) 
Faotors affecting .stability 
Puiwan and McDuffie hav« prsaantdd a good discus­
sion of this eoaplax from th« viewpoint of the analyst. 
Tl^ir general method was us«d in aost of the work described 
below. 
Complex A is «^&ract©rlz©d by its very rapid fomation 
and short period of stability. D@co»positlon is indicated 
by coaplet© loss of color when the coaiplex is prepared with 
l.^t-cycloh®xan@dlon#dioxim®. Conversion to Complex B occurs 
when Complex A is prepared with 2,3*hwtanedionedloxim® and 
1,2-cycloh®ptanedion0dl©xi»@. High ananonium ion concentra­
tion tends to stabllii:® th® complex prepared with each of 
the vle-dioxiwes and bromine water appears to be the pre­
ferred oxidant. 
The time required for eoiaplet® deeoapoaition of th© 
color of Complex A varies with the conditions of preparation, 
but appears to be couplet® in 12 hours in all cases, fhis 
ultimate loss of color is due to the decomposition of th® 
vic-dioxia® by the bromine. 
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A strong, rapid oxidant is required in order to obtain 
Complax A without forming a precipitata of the insoluble 
1.2"bi3(viC"dtoxiii!o~M )nick®l{II). One® th@ precipitat® 
forma, it only slowly r«dissolv®s to fora th® coiaplax# 
Thas© eonsidaratioiis aiak® a theoretical study of 
Complex A vary difficult. 
ttfttio of ligtod to central atois 
Considerable difficulty was encountered while attempting 
to determine the ratio of Yic»dioxiBie to nickel in Complex A» 
It was learned that th® time ©lapsed between addition of 
bromine-water and vic-dioxiae was an important factor 
governing the ^aaiomt of ©oaplex fom«d. A standardized pro­
cedure was devised which permitted reasonable data to be 
obtained in mos't cases. 
All Coraplex A solution® were prepared as follows: 
20 B1. of ?•$ M aamonium nitrate, l|, »1» of 1 M trisodiura 
citrate, 10 ml, of 28 per cent aaaaoniuia hydroxide and the 
appropriate quantity of nickel(11) perchlorate solutions were 
added to a 200 ml. volumetric flask containing about 130 ml. 
of water* To this solution were added 10 ml, of saturated 
(25° G.) broBiin©-water. the mixture was then iiade hoaogene* 
ous. Exactly 0,^ lainute after the start of addition of the 
broalne-water, th® addition of vic»dioxi«e solution was 
started. The solution was finally diluted to th© mark and 
•Si" 
thoroughly mixsd* Absorption eurvas w@r® obtained at 
sured intervals after th@ start of addition of th© 
vSjB-dioxia© solution# 
Complex A solutions prepared with l,2«cycloh®xan©dion®-
dioxim® ir®r« studied by Job*s »@thod Cli.0). Absorption 
eurv®s, for solutions d«seribed in fabl® XIII, ar« reproduced 
in Figure 19. fhe ratio of vio-dioxlme to nickel ion is 
Quite clearly 3s1 over th© wavelength region studied. Th© 
data for several wavelengths were, plotted as reaotimended by 
fosburgh and Cooper C79) with confirming results. 
Complex A prepared with the other vio-dloxlmes was 
studied by th© slop© ratio uethod (33)* fhe solutions were 
prepared as described in fables XI? and X¥. figure 20 pre­
sents the results in th© fom of a time study, fh© differ­
ence in stability between solutions having excess nickel ion 
and those having excess vic-dioxlme is'Striking. An extra­
polation to sero time was made to determine the maximum 
absorbanoy for solutions in which the nickel ion was in 
excess. 
fh© data obtained from Figure 20 are shown in Figure 21, 
where th© absorbanoy is plotted against the' concentration of 
varying species, fh© straight lines through th© plotted 
points were obtained by the method of least sgutares. 
•fh© results obtained by this method for Complex A pre­
pared with 2,3-b^tanedlonedioxiae were satisfactory. A ratio 
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mBliE- XIII 
Solufcioiis used for th@ 3D@t;®i«ii3i&tioa of the Ratio of 
liek®! to 3.,2-Cjcl0li«3can®dioa®dioxlme in C<Mapl«x A by 
J'ob's Method 
Solution »1« ©f 3.00 X lO"^ M solution 
liokel Vie«dioxi»» 
1 l^ .mQ 6*0 
2 3.5 6»5 
3 3.0 7,0 
k 2.5 7.5 
5 2.0 8.0 
6 1.5 8.5 
7 1.0 9.0 
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0.8 
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0.4 
0.2 
350 400 450 500 550 600 
WAVELENGTH, mn. 
Fiai9-ABS0RPTI0N CURVES"OF JOB'S" 
SOLUTIONS OF -COMPLEX A WITH 
1,2- C YCLOHEXANEDIONEDIOXIME. 
NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO SOLUTIONS 
DESCRIBED IN TABLE XUI. SCANNED IN 
5.0-cm. CUVETTES vs. DISTILLED WATER 
5MINUTES AFTER PRERM=?ATION. 
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TABI»E XIV 
Solutions uaad for the Deterffliniitioii of the Ratio of 
liekel to 1,2-Cyel©li©i)tan@dloii®dloxlm© in Ctmplex A hj 
th# Slop® Ratio Method 
Solution ml, of 3*00 x 10"^ M solution 
liokQl Vic»Dloxiae 
1 0.5 (5 X 10"^ M) 
2 1.0 ( " ) 
3 1.5 ( " ) 
li. 2.0 { " ) 
5 2.5 ( " ) 
6 i$ X 10*^ M) 1,0 
7 ( " ) 2,0 
8 C « ) 3.0 
9 I " ) i^.O 
10 ( " I 6,0 
11 C " ) 8.0 
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fABLE XV 
Selutiens u«®d fof th® l)©t#iTOinatl©n of th« latlo of 
Ilcktl to 2,3-Butaii«di0B0<aioxlm« in Gompltx A by th© 
Slop® lati© Method 
— —— •' '" ' '• ' ' • 
Solution »3-* 3*00 x 10 M solmtlon 
Iiei£®l fle-Uloxia® 
M 1 o»5 (5 X 10"^ 
2 1,0 ( II 
3 1.5 ( W 
h 2.0 { M 
5 2.5 ( « 
6 X 10"^ M) 1.0 
1 i II ) 2.0 
8 i ti ) 3.0 
9 i n ) li.#0 
10 i « ) 6.0 
11 ( n ) 0.0 
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FIG. 20- TIME CURVES FOR COMPLEX A BY SLOPE RATIO METHOD. 
NUMBERS CORRESPOND TO SOLUTIONS DESCRIBED IN TABLES XIV 8 XV. 
ABSORBANCY MEASURED IN 5.0 cm. 
CUVETTES vs. DISTILLED WATER AT 443 mp. 
(A) l,2-CYCL0HEPTANED(0NEDI0XIME 
(B) 2,3- BUTANEDIONEDIOXIME 
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CONCENTRATION ."M'x 105 
FI6.EI-DETERM1NATICJN OF SLOPE RATIOS FOR COMPLEX A. 
MTA lAKEN FROM FIOURE 20 FOR U- CYCLOHEPTANEDIONEDIOXIME A) 
AND FOR 2,3-BUTANEOIONEDIOXIME {if. 
A CONSTANT EXCESS OF DIOXIME 
0 CONSTANT EXCESS OF NICKEL 
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"•88"* 
of vle-dloxlme to alckel Ion of 3*2jl was obtained from th» 
ratio of th® ©alemlated slop®®* 
'fills aethod g&Te rather poor results •Kte«n applied to 
Soiapl@3c A prepared with 1,2-cjcloh«ptan0dion®dioxiai@ • A 
rati© of vlo*dl03Eiiae to nickel ion of k.tl w&s obtained in 
this eas0. If It is again assmod that th® reaction la 
retarded when th« niekol ion is in excess over th© V1G» 
dioxlm©, this high ratio can be ®xplain«d* fh@ ratio 
approaches 3il, when th© points rtproaenting solutions 10 and 
11 in Table XI? are neglected. 
It was concluded freasi th® abov® results that th® ratio 
of v^-dloxime to nicktl ion in Qoiaplox A is probably 3sl« 
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?I. DISCUSS101 
A. Stabl® Complex (Complex B) 
Wh@n' -bli© reaults reported atoov® ar® reviewed,, it. seems 
most likely that Complex B represents a oase of an mfsmillar 
oxidation state of a metal ion, which has been stabilized 
through complex formation# fhis 'study, as well as the r®*" 
suits of others, confims th© presence of an oxidized product 
connected with the complex, fhe eleetrometrie experiments 
indicate an electron change of two associated with decompo­
sition of Complex B. It does not appear reasonable to as-
eribe an electron change of two to one, or more, of the three 
yic-dloxlmes bound to the nickel ion. A more likely explana­
tion for all of the facts can be found by assuming an oxida­
tion state of four for the complexed nickel ion. 
fhe oxidation of nickel(II) ion to niokel(IV) ion 
makes two-3d orbitals available for bond formation. Conse­
quently, 'strong'covalent bonds can be formed by d^sp^ 
hybridization# fhes© six bonds can be filled by electron-
pairs' from the six oxime nitrogen atoms# Stabilization of 
nickel(I¥) ions would not be unexpected when such an Qcta» 
hedral complex can be formed and, in fact, the complex should 
be strong. Kie data presented above indicate Complex's is a 
relatively strong complex. 
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fhe study of the acidic dissociation constants of the 
vlo^dloxlmes indicates that D* is the ppedoralnate species 
present In solutions having a pH of about 13* Since the 
complex was shown to carry one or more negative charges, 
both oxime hydrogen atoms on each vic^dioxime molecule pre­
sent in the complex are undoubtedly absent. 
It is therefore concluded, that Complex B exists in 
aqueous solution as the ion, IID^, and the vie-dloxi«e mole­
cules are attached to the nlckel(If} ion in an octahedral 
arrangement by bonds between the nickel(IV) Ion and the 
oxirae nitrogen atoms. 
lo attempt was made to obtain results in each experi­
ment above for Complex B prepared with each vic-dioxlme. It 
has been assumed that the conclusions reached above apply to 
Complex B prepared with the three vic-dioxlmea employed in 
this study. It is believed that this assumption is valid 
and can be extended to other vic-dloximes which forra Complex 
B. 
B. Unstable Complex (Complex A) 
The great instability of Complex A caused most of the 
emphasis in this study to be placed on Complex B. Time 
limitations prevented extension of the experimental work con­
cerning the unstable complex. However, it is possible to 
deduce a probable structure for Complex A. 
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The pl^ values for the vic-dloximes studied indicates 
that the ion, M", is th® predominat® species present in eon-
eentrated aamoniacal solution. The possibility that a proton 
is lost by reaetion with nickel ion cannot be eliminated. 
However, it seems likely that the vio-dioxiae molecules are 
present in Coaplex A as the ion, DH". 
The absorption curves presented in Figure 12 suggest 
that th® structure of Gonplex A might be intemediate between 
that for the l,2-bis|vlc-dloxiiiio-j|-,li')nickel(lI) and that for 
Complex B. It is believed that the best formulation would 
result from assuming e nickel(III) complex, MICDH)^. 
Attempts to extract the complex 'into organic solvents 
such as benEen®, chlorofoiwi, carbon tetrachloride and diethyl 
ether failed. However, diisopropyl ether caused the aqueous 
layer to becoae pal# yellow without imparting a visible color 
to the organic phase. This simple test does not constitute 
proof of solubility and Indirect proof of a neutral complex. 
Only one-3d orbital is available for bonding in the 
nickel(III) ion and one-3d electron remains unpaired. It is 
not known if sudti an electron can be promoted to an orbital 
of higher principle quantm number in this case. If promo* 
tion occurs, the resultant structure would be expected to be 
unstable. The use of orbital arrangements such as 3dJfsij.p3||.d 
and 3dij.sl4.p%s are expected to be much less stable than 
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©rdlnary oot«li#di»al typ« bonding. In either case, an un­
stable oo»pl©x would b@ pr@diet«d# 
It la suggested that Complex A it a nlek®l{III) complex 
having thre® vlc-dloxlme molseules attached to th« nickel 
ion by bonds to th® oxlm© nitrogen atoms, 11 fh« eoiti-
pl@x is prodictsd to be paramagnetic. 
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VII. APPLIGAflOI fO ME SPECftOPHOfCMETRIC 
DSflRMIlAflOi OF IICIS.: 
Unfortunataly, tla« above results do not provid© th« 
analyst with a superlativ® method for th® d«t«rmination of 
mlcrograii quantities of nlck«l. However, th® above eon-
elusions explain th© necessity for rigid control of variables 
in the @3clsting methods utilizing these so-ealled "oxidieed" 
complexes * 
Application of the term, "stabilized oxidation state", 
to Coroplex A is perhaps a aisncmer# It is a well ioaown fact 
that the stability of this coiBplex is a rather transient 
phenomenon. It seems unlikely that a rapid oxidant, capable 
of producing Complex A without concurrent destruction of the 
vic-»dloxi»e, will be found, Furtheraiore, there are.no 
aethods available that will prevent the unstable coaplex 
from changing into an apparently wore stable state, 
Complex B. 
fhe formation of Ooiiplex B by air oxidation has been 
shown to be extremely slow. Here again oxidants, such as 
peroxydlsulfate Ion, destroy the vic'-dioxlroe and consequently 
the complex. 
It would appear that a new type of reagent for the 
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speetrophotometrlc d®t®miiiation of niekel is required. Bils 
conclusion, perhaps, is the most valuable reault of this 
study insofar as the analjst is eoneerntd. 
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¥111. SUMMART 
1. Th.® literature pertftlnlng to the +3 and 4-ij. oxidation 
states of nickel has been reviewed with special emphasis 
being placed on complex compoiands, 
2. latliaates of the acidic dissociation constants of 
three vic-dioximea have been obtained from spectrophotometrlc 
data, fhe values for these thermodynamic constants may be 
suBsamarized as follows: 
2,3-butanedlonedioxime 10.6 + 0,1 11.9 ± 0.3 
1,2-eyclohexanedlonedloxlme ^0*5^ ±0*1 IS.ii. + 0.5 
1,2-cyoloheptanedionedioxime 10.7 + 12.3 +0*5 
3. An extensive study has lead to the conclusion that 
the vic-'dioxlme-nickel ion complex, which has been designated 
Complex B, is a diamagnetlc nickel(I?) complex that exists 
In aqueous solution as the ion, NiD^. Such a formulation 
indicates an octahedral structure with the bonds being be­
tween the nickel(I?) Ion and the oxime nitrogen atoms. The 
molar formation constant for Complex B prepared with 
Q 
2,3-hutanedlonedioxime was found to be about 1 x 10 at an 
ionic strength of 0.1. 
i|.. fhe unstable vic-dioxime-nickel ion complex, which 
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has been d«slgnat;®d Oomplex A, has been stown to be a 3si 
complex. It is suggested that' Compl«x A is a paramagnetic 
niek®l(III) complex having th® foi»iaula, li(DH)^. 
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IX. SUdGESTIOMi' FOR 'FimfHlR 'WOlK 
As mentioned pretlouslj, a mor# satisfactory reagent for 
th© apectrophotorn®trie d0t®minatlon of nlekel would be 
useful# fh& synthesis of a vig-diojciMa oontaining on® or 
more sulfonic add groups should b® earrled out* Such ft ex­
pound might react' with'nickel (I'D Ion in th» manner of an 
ordinary vlc-dloxlia© yielding a soluble, color®d' compound. 
Such a r«ag#nt•would b@ ®xtr««aly valuable. 
A mor« ©omplet# study of th® polarographie behavior of 
both Goraplex A and 'C'^plsx B might provide much useful infor­
mation* Further atteiapts 'to' isolat® th® complexes in solid 
form should be undertaken# An X-ray crystallographle study 
of the solid complex®# should provide valuable information 
eoneernlng their actual structures# 
fhe present study of Complex A was brief and further 
experiments are definitely indicated* ^fhe determination of 
th® magnetic susceptlblll'ty of the complex Is only one line 
of attack ttiat could be pursued# 
Experimental studies should toe instigated to obtain 
Information concerning th® difference in ttie reactivities of 
the several vic-dloxlmea# Such a study would provide much 
needed fundamental knowledge coneeralng, the,atabllltles of all 
complex compounds. 
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